
ASH CODE - Technical Rider 

 
 
CHANNELS LIST: 

 
FRONT CH. INSTRUMENT MIKE / DI COMMENTS 

    

1+2                 SEQUENCES L/R 2 DI Electro sequences from the MPC live 
3 DRUM PAD DI Additional percussions, put them “in the mix” 
4 KEYS CLAUDIA DI It’s the Lead synth from the MPC live 

5 PADS SINGER DI Noise and melody from the MPC live 
    

6 Fender VI  DI It’s a baritone guitar, boost MID, decrease HI&LOW 
    

7 VOX DRY  XLR The voice DRY signal  

8+9 VOX FX L/R XLR   
The vocal WET signal from our FX effect unit to mix with 

the DRY one, please put the voice “in the mix” 
    

f    

 
PA SYSTEM:  
- Minimum 12 channel mixing console.  
- A three way of four-way Front of House PA system of speakers and amplifiers capable of delivering a 
stereo output of 120db SPL full frequency range at the Front of House mixing position with no audible 
distortion. The system should have adequate bass response for electronic music: SUBWOOFER required!!   
- 3 wedge monitors.  
-A competent sound engineer familiar with the system to operate it during sound check and 
performance.  
 

VIDEO:  
The band uses visuals in sync with music during the show, please put a VGA or HDMI cable from the 
projector on the center of the stage( as shown in the Stage plan). We need the projector mounted in front 
of the stage, able to backlight the whole band. THE VISUALS ARE IMPORTANT LIKE THE PA SYSTEM! 
 
 
LIGHTS&EFFECTS:  
 Provide some dimmed Parlights , Smoke machine and Strobe lights.  
THE LIGHTS ARE IMPORTANT LIKE THE PA SYSTEM & THE VISUALS!  
 
BACKLINE :   
- 2 Mic stands  (one is for the Drum Pad) 
- 1 Shure SM58 (but usually we have our own mic) 
- 2 keyboard stands 
 
 
 
 



CREW :  
Please provide accommodation for 3 people the night of the show, a warm and clean place with Wi-Fi 
and a bathroom with clean towels, shower and hot water.  
 
 
 
CATERING SHOW:  
Please provide 3 VEGAN warm meals (PLEASE NO SPICY!!!!) the day of the show, some snack food, cocktails 
or at least a white RUM bottle with diet coke, beer bottles, fruits, water bottles and 3 clean black(or dark) 
towels. We need breakfast the day after the show too.  
 

MERCHANDISING:  
Please provide 1 table (with light) for the merchandising of the band. 
 
 
CONTACT :  
Alessandro Belluccio (0039) - 3336381384           
Adriano Belluccio (0039) - 3337256237 
ashcodemusic@gmail.com 
 
 

 
 
 

Please contact us for any arrangement in this rider. 


